Introduction {#sec1}
============

During the last 150 years the world economy has depended on different energy sources. Crude oil and its derivatives have represented during this period the main source of energy, and even though new and more environmentally friendly sources are being developed, the economy is not ready to stop relying on the former.^[@ref1]−[@ref10]^ The exploitation of an oil field goes through different stages, based on the mechanisms involved in the sweeping process:^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ during primary recovery, oil is driven by natural mechanisms, and subsequently, during secondary recovery, water is usually injected to repressurize the field and sweep part of the trapped oil to the producing wells. However, after these two stages, more than 50% of the original oil in place (OOIP) still remains trapped.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ Considering also the facts that the discovery of new fields has steadily decreased during the last 30 years and the demand of energy increases yearly, the only available option is to maximize the performance of existing, mature fields. Tertiary oil recovery or EOR processes aim at this. Among these, the combined use of chemical agents present great potential since it takes advantage of the different mechanisms affected by the presence of these species in the injection fluid. Hence, in this study the combined technique, polymer and surfactant, including also their synergy and interactions in the porous medium, is proposed. The objective of this paper is then to present a novel simulator for a two-phase, five-component model, including the analysis of the injection procedure, presenting different time gaps between chemical slugs in order to draw conclusions about how to maximize the recovery factor.^[@ref6],[@ref11],[@ref14]−[@ref16]^

Polymer--Surfactant Flooding {#sec1.1}
----------------------------

A surfactant/polymer process cannot be considered as two independent processes, taking place at the same time in the reservoir. The synergy of both chemicals affects the recovery factor. However, the transport of each of these substances influences to a greater or lesser extent the other, and vice versa. This compatibility has already been presented by several authors in numerical simulations as well as in laboratory tests.^[@ref17]−[@ref23]^ This phenomenon is known as surfactant--polymer interaction or incompatibility (SPI), and it is well described by Sheng.^[@ref13]^ According to him, the compatibility between both products is a subject to be especially considered, as well as the injection strategy. If the polymer is injected before the surfactant, the former acts as a "sacrificial agent" to prevent excessive adsorption or for conformance improvement. Conversely, if the injection strategy is the opposite, the phenomenon of water fingering is avoided in the surfactant slug. This interaction must always be considered in the porous medium because, although both products may not be injected at the same time, by dispersion and diffusion phenomena, they will be mixed during the sweeping process. Even if both dispersion and diffusion of the chemical components are considered negligible and the polymer is injected behind the surfactant, the mixing process will take place due to the phenomenon of inaccessible volume (IAPV). One of the most noticeable effects in this interaction is seen in the measurement of IFT as a function of polymer and surfactant concentrations. When the former is introduced into the system, the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is replaced by two different values ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), namely, the critical aggregation concentration (CAC), lower than the CMC, at which surfactant molecules start to adsorb and interact with the polymer chains, and the polymer saturation point (PSP), higher than the CMC, which is the surfactant concentration at which micelles are formed when polymer molecules are present.^[@ref24]^

![Effect of the polymer on the IFT.](ef-2018-02900z_0001){#fig1}

Beyond the adopted injection strategy, the presence of the polymer in the surfactant slug is considered fundamental in order to maintain a suitable mobility ratio and thus avoid fingering phenomena.^[@ref13]^ This "double" injection of polymer improves the process sweeping efficiency, reducing the residual oil saturation. As mentioned earlier, this novel simulator considers in addition to the chemicals the presence of the salt in the porous medium. The latter affects in a different way both products: the presence of salt decreases the viscosifying properties of the polymer, whereas the efficiency of the process with surfactants depends on the concentration of salt and the critical salinity values of the surfactant used.^[@ref13],[@ref25]−[@ref27]^

The influence on the recovery process has also been thoroughly discussed.^[@ref19],[@ref28]−[@ref38]^ Laboratory results have shown that in both heterogeneous and homogeneous media, the synergism of the polymer plus the surfactant improves the sweeping efficiency, even though the IFT values are higher in the case of surfactant alone.^[@ref13]^ It has been shown that a combined flooding process improves sweeping results as compared to traditional methods of chemical EOR. However, it is critical to determine the SP flooding starting point. It has been demonstrated in trials as well as in simulations that the results of EOR recoveries depend on the moment when the process begins. Optimum results are obtained when the EOR flooding starts as soon as possible, often without traditional waterflooding or secondary recovery processes. The simulations show that the previous waterflooding does not increase the final value, but increases the operating time and slightly decreases the recovered oil. Thus, it is considered that the chemical flood should be started at higher oil saturations. However, as already mentioned, this is not usually done in practice due to several reasons: (1) an early and cheaper waterflooding is deemed necessary for the reservoir characterization in order to reduce the uncertainties concerning the porous medium; (2) any chemical flooding process requires longer preparation time, including laboratory study and more complex facilities; (3) more technical skills and competence are needed to run a chemical flood project; and (4) since the money invested is substantially higher, more time is needed to get the project approved by companies.

Aim of this Work {#sec1.2}
----------------

The goal in this paper is to present a novel simulator in a two-dimensional oil field, capable of simulating the flow of a two-phase, five-component system in a combined surfactant--polymer flooding. The surfactant's component partitioning is modeled in an accurate, yet relatively simple and robust way, using a ternary diagram. The polymer module includes a complete degradation system based on the molecular weight, which affects both the viscoelastic and rheological properties of the solution. The presence of a fifth component, monovalent salt, also influences the properties of surfactant and polymer. The salt content is expressed as a function of the total dissolved solids (TDS) present only in the water phase, using a function based on the literature. This will lead to a new set of optimum design parameters to be used during the synthesis of future surfactants and polymers. The combination of the mentioned factors has resulted in a novel and complete simulator, which can be used for the design of combined SP flooding. The compositional flow model was adopted due to the fact that it offers a suitable and relatively easy approach to study chemical EOR processes, which can be described in terms of the mass transfer of a number of components (e.g., polymers, surfactants, salt, etc.) in two- or three-phase systems. The objective in this present study is to present this simulator, studying the combined effect of polymer and surfactants and focusing on the injection scheme, in order to find the optimum in terms of oil recovered. This is coupled in the second part with a secondary recovery, so as to determine the best moment to start the EOR operations.

Physical Model {#sec1.3}
--------------

The two-dimensional oil field reservoir used in this paper is based on a geometric pattern usually found in the oil industry. The five-spot scheme consists of a square domain, with constant or variable properties, where an injection well is placed at the center and four producing points are located at the corners. During this analysis, a simplification of the model was performed in what is known as the quarter five-spot. The physical model is represented then by a 2D reservoir (Ω) of known physical and geometrical properties which has an absolute permeability tensor (*K*) and a porosity field (ϕ), which can be constant or represented by normal distribution functions. Moreover, the porosity may be also affected by the rock compressibility ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic representation of the 2D reservoir using the quarter five-spot configuration.^[@ref43]^](ef-2018-02900z_0002){#fig2}

The flow is assumed to be isothermal, Newtonian for the oleous phase, and incompressible, and it is considered that the vertical permeability is negligible compared to horizontal components of the tensor; it is also considered that the system is in local thermodynamic (phase) equilibrium. Since it is considered on a macroscopic field-scale, Darcy's law is valid, and moreover, the gravitational forces are negligible when compared to the viscous and capillary ones.^[@ref39]^

Surfactant/polymer EOR flooding involves the flow of fluids in a two-phase (aqueous and oleous), multicomponent (water, salt, polymer, surfactant, and petroleum) system. The properties of the polymer are determined by its average molecular weight, assuming that all the molecules are identical, which means the polydispersity index (PDI) is equal to unity. In reality, there is a probability density function (considered to be Gaussian) of the molecular weight, based on the variability of the molecules' length (PDI \> 1). The recovery process involves injecting in a first stage an aqueous solution with the polymer/surfactant, followed by a surfactant/polymer slug, driven by a water bank (water or brine) and mobilizing the oil into the producing wells ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Scheme of a combined chemical EOR flooding, simplified to a 1D representation (adapted from Sweatman^[@ref40]^).](ef-2018-02900z_0003){#fig3}

The model is represented by a system of strongly nonlinear partial differential equations, complemented by a set of algebraic relationships describing physical properties of the fluid and the rock, namely, component partitioning as a function of the salinity, interfacial tension, residual phase saturations, relative permeabilities, rock wettability, phase viscosities, capillary pressure, adsorption of both polymer and surfactant onto the formation, inaccessible pore volume (IAPV), disproportionate permeability reduction (DPR), surfactant--polymer interactions (SPI), and dispersion. The numerical technique adopted for the resolution of these equations is the IMPEC method, which calculates pressures implicitly and concentration for each of the components explicitly. By improving the discretization methods presented in the literature,^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ a fully second-order accuracy scheme is adopted in the model with flux limiter functions implemented in order to track more accurately the components throughout the reservoir and minimize the influence of numerical diffusion phenomena.

Mathematical Model {#sec1.4}
------------------

The system of equations to model a multiphase, multicomponent system in porous media under a continuum approach is well-known from the literature. The compositional model offers the versatility to study the transport of a number chemical species in porous media, which might affect the fluid and/or rock properties. However, increasing the number of components increases the auxiliary algebraic relationships necessary to determine numerically the system of equations. In the case of SP flooding in a five-component, two-phase system, a number of *N*~comp~(*N*~phases~ -- 1) = 5 auxiliary relationships is needed, which are determined by the system phase behavior. Based on [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the model is aimed at studying the full reservoir-scale, dividing the domain in representative elementary volumes (REVs) in which the physical properties are assumed to be constant.

This simulator is based originally on an upwind, first-order 2D compositional simulator aimed at studying surfactant EOR processes,^[@ref43]^ which was validated against commercial and academic simulators in a series of 2D flooding processes (UTCHEM and GPAS, both from the University of Texas at Austin). Subsequently, this simulator was improved using a fully second-order scheme, along with a total variation diminishing formulation in the mass conservation equation, validating both its results against the mentioned simulators and its order of accuracy in secondary and tertiary recovery processes.^[@ref44]^ Thus, it is considered that the validation was already done and reported.^[@ref41],[@ref45],[@ref46]^ Hence, the partial differential equations describing a compositional fluid flow in porous media are based on the momentum and mass balances.^[@ref41],[@ref47],[@ref48]^

### Momentum Balance {#sec1.4.1}

There are mainly two different approaches when modeling flow in porous media: the direct model describing the flow at a poral scale using variations of Navier--Stokes (creeping flow) equations and the continuum model which is used in a macroscopic, field-scale level, considering average properties of both fluids and rocks over a representative elementary volume (REV). The continuum model is used in this simulator to study the chemical EOR processes and involves using the Darcy equation for a multiphase flow.

### Mass Transport {#sec1.4.2}

In chemical EOR processes a multiphase, multicomponent flow is generally developed, with the processes therein involved characterized by the chemical and physical interactions among the components present in the fluids/rock. Therefore, advective, diffusive, and/or dispersive mixing of these components are critical processes of the mass transport and must be correctly modeled ([eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The molecular diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersion may be important, and they are incorporated in the flow equations by means of the diffusion/dispersion tensor ([eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). [Equations [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} are used to derive the general aqueous pressure equation of the numerical method ([eq [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

### Nondimensionalization of the Momentum and Transport Equations {#sec1.4.3}

Along with the definition and discretization of the PDEs, it is important in every physical system to establish the degree of influence and dominance of the different phenomena and properties involved. In order to accomplish this, the dimensionless form of these PDEs should be derived and analyzed, which is presented in [eqs [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, expressed using dimensionless groups such as the Capillary and Peclet numbers ([eq [7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The dimensionless variables are represented using a breve symbol ( ˘ ).The Capillary represents the relationship between viscous and capillary forces and affects the momentum equation. The surfactants aim at making these forces of a similar order so the trapped oil can be displaced. On the other hand, the Peclet number defines the relative importance of the diffusion mechanisms in the mass transport equation. Negligible diffusion coefficients render a high Peclet number (Pe~*i*~^*j*^ ≫ 1) where then the advection dominates. With increasing diffusion coefficients, the Peclet number is low (Pe~*i*~^*j*^ ≈ 1 or Pe~*i*~^*j*^ \< 1), and thus, diffusion mechanisms can no longer be neglected.

Physical Properties {#sec2}
===================

Chemical Component Partition {#sec2.1}
----------------------------

The first and most relevant part of the physical properties in a chemical EOR simulator is how the different species distribute in the phases present in the reservoir. A SP flooding can be reasonably well represented, as the surfactant EOR process, in a ternary phase diagram, wherein the chemical compound is located in the apex while the other two components, the water and oil, occupy the lower vertices. The composition of a mixture is determined by any point inside the triangle.^[@ref49]−[@ref51]^ The numerical simulation of the model involves a two-phase, five pseudocomponent system. It is assumed in this model that the surfactant can stay both in the aqueous or oleous phases while polymer and salt remain only in the aqueous phase, independently of the kind of emulsion, Type II(−) or II(+), present in the reservoir.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ Therefore, the equations needed to make the system determined are listed below.The value of *k*~c~ determines two different two-phase emulsions: Type II(−) (for *k*~c~ \< 1) and Type II(+) systems (for *k*~c~ \> 1). The partition coefficient depends on the composition (i.e., surfactant type) and the water characteristics, such as temperature and salinity. The partition coefficient can be modeled as a piece-wise function of the salinity in the reservoir ([eq [11](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}).^[@ref13],[@ref52]^The other two relationships are obtained from the polymer and salt partition in the phases. These species are present only in the aqueous phase (*V*~*s*~^*o*^ = *V*~pol~^*o*^ = 0). With these five relationships the system is numerically determined and all the concentrations can be calculated. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} depicts the physical model of the five-component system and its representation in ternary diagrams, such as in the surfactant flooding. In this case a simplification of the surfactant partition is used in order to calculate the phase properties.

![Ternary phase diagrams including the presence of the polymer for type II(−) (left) and II(+) (right) systems (top) and their simplified representations (bottom) (adapted from Druetta^[@ref43]^).](ef-2018-02900z_0004){#fig4}

Interfacial Tension {#sec2.2}
-------------------

The interfacial tension (IFT) of the system depends on the presence and concentration of the several chemical species used during the EOR process. In surfactant flooding, this was modeled as a function of the emulsion type as well.^[@ref39],[@ref50],[@ref53]−[@ref55]^ However, in this case an expansion of the previous model is proposed to take into account the presence of the salt. The oil--water (no chemical) IFT is dependent on the salinity. In this simulator a correlation to modify this value considering the TDS is used, as presented in [eq [12](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}.^[@ref26]^where σ~H~^*o*w^ is the IFT of the water--oil system and *T* is the temperature. For Type II(−) systems (oil/water emulsion):For Type II(+) systems (oil emulsion/water):Constants *G*~1~ and *G*~2~ are input parameters, and the term *F* is obtained according to the following equation.^[@ref52]^In chemical recovery processes, the presence of the surfactant causes the decrease of IFT, allowing the mobilization of oil trapped in the reservoir, so it can be inferred that the residual saturations depend on the IFT. The IFT of the water--oil system (no surfactant present) is considered constant throughout the simulation. The influence of the polymer, explained previously, is taken into account as the last part of the IFT calculation procedure, which represents a novel approach from previous SP simulators. The values obtained due the presence of the surfactant are then modified accordingly.^[@ref17],[@ref18],[@ref56]−[@ref59]^The terms IFTpol*K*~max~, *Z*~c~^crit^, IFTpol*n*, and *C*~pol~ are input parameters considering the influence of the surfactant and polymer in the water--oil IFT. The parameter IFTpol*K* follows an exponential law allowing the polymer influence to be negligible as its concentration goes to zero. In the propose formulation the partition coefficient is included as a term affecting the influence of the polymer, since it is assumed that the polymer's influence on the IFT becomes negligible as the partition coefficient increases and the surfactant tends to be present only in the oleous phase ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This formula affects the IFT only when the surfactant is present in the representative elementary volume (REV). Below a certain concentration, the influence of the polymer in the IFT is not considered. Finally, in this study it is not included in the scope the possible influence of hydrophobically modified polymers in the interfacial tension. The joint presence of these and surfactants may affect the behavior of the system, modifying [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Interfacial tension ratio (IFT^pol^/IFT) considering the influence of the polymer, the partition coefficient, and the surfactant concentration.](ef-2018-02900z_0005){#fig5}

Residual Saturation {#sec2.3}
-------------------

Residual saturations play an important role in oil recovery processes. They establish a certain limit to how much oil can be mobilized during the process. If such saturations can be reduced, this will increase the efficiency of the whole process. As explained in the previous section, they depend on the IFT in the water--oil two-phase system. The presence of the surfactant can modify the residuals saturations in the porous medium. This relationship is ruled by a dimensionless group, the capillary number, defined by the following equation:The functionality between the capillary number and the residual saturation for both phases is described by the following model:^[@ref39]^The piecewise function is defined by constant parameters which depend on the fluids and the porous medium being injected. The relationship between the residual saturation after chemical and waterflooding processes is known as the normalized residual saturation of phase *j*. The form of [eq [19](#eq19){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq19){ref-type="disp-formula"} for both phases determines what is known as capillary desaturation curves ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). At low capillary numbers, the behavior is similar to a process of waterflooding and the normalized residual saturation is not decreased. As the IFT decreases and/or the viscosity increases, the capillary number raises to values higher than those of the secondary recovery. It is for this reason that in areas of high speeds (i.e., nearby the wells) oil saturation values lower than those of waterflooding can be achieved. The aqueous phase usually requires higher values of *N*~*vc*~ to achieve a full desaturation.^[@ref14]^

![Capillary desaturation curves for nonwetting (oleous) and wetting (aqueous) phases used for this simulation.](ef-2018-02900z_0006){#fig6}

Relative Permeabilities {#sec2.4}
-----------------------

Relative permeabilities influence Darcy's equation on the phase velocities and, therefore, the efficiency of oil recovery. They depend on the residual saturations which were calculated in the previous section. The model used to calculate the relative permeabilities is taken from Camilleri,^[@ref60],[@ref61]^ which is used for most chemical flooding processes. Knowing beforehand the phase saturations, the relative permeabilities are calculated according to the following formula:where *k*~*r*~^*j*0^ and *e*^*j*^ represent the end point and the curvature of the function *k*~*r*~^*j*^(*S*^*j*^). These values are calculated by the following equations:where *k*~*r*~^*j*0H^ and e^*j*H^ are the end point values of curvature and relative permeability function system for water--oil without the presence of chemical agents, respectively.

Phase Viscosities {#sec2.5}
-----------------

The effect of the polymer is to increase the viscosity of the sweeping phase (water), whereas it has little or negligible effect on the microemulsion and oleous phases, unless the former is the water-rich phase. The surfactant, on the other hand, has two effects on the polymer viscosity according to Sheng:^[@ref13]^ it brings cations such as Na^+^, reducing the solution viscosity because of electrostatic interactions with the polymer molecules; and when the surfactant is added, aggregates might be formed and the solution viscosity is increased. All in all, surfactant does not significantly affect the rheology of the aqueous phase. In this simulator, the viscosity of each phase depends on its composition as a function of the volumetric concentration of each component. Due to the influence on the viscosity from all the components, a stepwise approach was adopted in the viscosity calculations. First, the influence of the salt on the pure water/brine viscosity is calculated:^[@ref50],[@ref55]^where *A*~sal~ and *B*~sal~ are constants based on rheology experiments. Second, the influence of the other two components, petroleum and surfactant, is evaluated on the viscosity of both phases. For the oil phase, it was assumed a Newtonian behavior for pure oil. It is considered that light and medium oil cuts exhibit Newtonian behavior while heavy oil might present a slight shear-thinning rheology.^[@ref62]^where α~*k*~ are constants and μ^*a*H^ and μ^*o*H^ are values of viscosity in the water--oil system without surfactant. Finally, the influence of the polymer on the aqueous phase is considered:where AP~1~, AP~2~, and AP~3~ are input parameters which can be obtained from laboratory experiments and in the model are expressed as a function of the intrinsic viscosity and the polymer's molecular weight. The term *C*~SEP~, known as the effective salinity for the polymer component, cannot be longer considered constant and is calculated according to the following equation (provided the salt is considered as the fifth component in the reservoir):where *C*~DIV~^*a*^ is the concentration of divalent cations in the water phase, which is assumed to be negligible. The constant β~pol~ is obtained from laboratory measurements.^[@ref52]^

Adsorption {#sec2.6}
----------

The adsorption process in porous media takes place, and a layer of the EOR chemical components form onto the surface of the formation rock. This phenomenon causes a substantial loss of the chemicals in the porous media, affecting the saturations and concentrations in [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, rendering the process economically unfeasible. The adsorption rate is dependent on the type of chemical, the characteristics of the rock, and the type of electrolytes present in the phases. Due to the IAPV phenomenon, the polymer flows in front of the surfactant slug and therefore is "sacrificed" during the flooding process.^[@ref13]^ Thus, the formation will be covered by polymer molecules, and fewer sites will be available for the surfactant adsorption to occur, which is known as competitive adsorption. In order to consider this, a formulation was introduced in which the surfactant adsorption is a function of adsorbed polymer concentration, and vice versa.where Ad~pol*,*c~ is the amount of adsorbed polymer/surfactant and Ad~max,pol*,*c~ is the asymptotic value of the Langmuir model. The parameters *F*~ads~ and *F*~ads~^pol^ can be adjusted based on the pair of chemicals used to consider the competitive process. Thus, the adsorption of both chemical species is as follows:Due to the coefficient *F*~SP~^(pol)^, the maximum value in the surfactant adsorption process is reduced (*F*~SP~^(pol)^ ≠ 0 ∧ Ad~c*,*pol~ ≠ 0) or unchanged (*F*~SP~^(pol)^ = 0 ∨ Ad~c*,*pol~ = 0). Conversely, if the surfactant slug is injected ahead of the polymer, the rock will be covered by the former, reducing the polymer adsorption. The parameter *a*~1*,*pol*,*c~ is function of the TDS present in the reservoir.where *C*~SE~ is the effective salinity for the surfactant component, taking into account the concentration of dissolved salts in the aqueous phase, along with thermal effects and the fraction of total divalent cations.The parameter *C*~SEP~ is the effective salinity for the polymer and cannot be considered constant. This is also a function of the concentration of salts in the porous medium.where *C*~DIV~^*a*^ is the concentration of divalent cations in the water phase, assumed in this model to be negligible. The constant β~pol~ is usually obtained from laboratory measurements.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Introduction {#sec3.1}
------------

The aim of the simulations in this paper is to find the optimal injection scheme as well as to determine the most appropriate moment to start with the EOR process. Therefore, four different injection schemes were tested: polymer injected in the first place, followed by a surfactant slug (separated/overlapped), and vice versa. According to the literature, a polymer preflush improves the vertical conformance of the surfactant solution and the final recovery factor. Moreover, when polymer is injected before surfactant, the SPI phenomenon seems to be relieved.^[@ref13]^ With respect to the injection scheme, Sheng^[@ref13]^ reported that according to experimental results the best outcomes were obtained when the chemicals were injected separately and not as a single slug. Regarding the order of injection, the same study concluded that injecting the polymer in the first term yielded the best results, which was also corroborated by Liu.^[@ref28]^

In order to meet the objectives, a series of SP simulations are presented in reservoirs with similar physical properties, but which have been exploited in different production conditions. In order to set benchmark values, standard polymer and surfactant flooding processes are simulated and then compared with the four different injection methods mentioned previously. Subsequently, and using the SP scheme that yielded the best results, the influence of the starting point of the EOR process is discussed. To that end, a series of waterflooding processes were simulated, finishing at different values of fractional flow in the producing well, e.g., 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99. These secondary recoveries are followed by the same SP injection scheme, with comparison and discussion of the results and the strategies to be used in SP flooding processes.

### Data {#sec3.1.1}

In order to study the combined EOR flooding, several major parameters of the geometrical dimensions, simulation conditions, and physical properties are established beforehand in order to represent a standard low-viscosity oil field after primary recovery, which will be the target of the combined CEOR operations ([Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}).

###### Geometrical and Initial Reservoir Parameters

  Geometrical Data of the Reservoir                                                             
  ----------------------------------- ------- ------------------- ------- --------------------- -----
  length (axis *X*)                   500 m   length (axis *Y*)   500 m   reservoir thickness   5 m
  *n*~*x*~ elements                   25      *n*~*y*~ elements   25                             

  Rock Properties                                           
  ----------------- ------ ----------- -------- ----------- --------
  porosity          0.25   *k*~*xx*~   200 mD   *k*~*yy*~   200 mD

  Initial Conditions                                                                         
  -------------------- ------ --------------------- ------ --------------------------------- ------
  *S*~*o*~             0.70   *S*~*o*~^*r*^ (EOR)   0.35   *S*~*a*~^*rH*^ = *S*~*o*~^*rH*^   0.15

  Simulation Data                                                   
  ----------------- -------- ----------------- ------- ------------ -------
  total time        3000 d   surf. inj. time   100 d   *z*~*c*IN~   0.1
                             pol. inj. time    100 d   *z*~polIN~   0.025

  Physical Data of the Phases                                                    
  ----------------------------- -------------- --------- --------- ------------- -------------
  μ^*aH*^                       1 cP           μ^*oH*^   10 cP     oil density   850 kg/m^3^
  water density                 1020 kg/m^3^   IFT       50 mN/m                  

###### Operational Conditions for the Wells

  Physical Data                                            
  --------------- --- ------------- -------- ------------- ---
  no. of wells    2   well radius   0.25 m   skin factor   0

  Operating Conditions                                        
  ---------------------- -------------- --------------------- -----------
  total flow rate        1400 STB/day   bottomhole pressure   55160 kPa

Influence of the Injection Scheme {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------

The first part of the analysis is the study of the influence of the injection scheme during a two-phase, four-component SP flooding. Four different schemes were developed to study the influence of chemical sequence, with the option of injection separately or with an overlap between slugs of polymer and surfactant. The results of these simulations are presented in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} and [Figures [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, together with the reference cases that were mentioned above.

###### Results of the Recovery Process for Different SP Flooding Schemes and the Reference Cases

  case                                               oil recovered   case  oil recovered                                
  ------------------------------------------------- --------------- ------ ----------------------------------- -------- ------
  reference polymer                                      90691       48.4  polymer + surfactant (overlapped)    100581   53.6
  reference surfactant                                   76060       40.6  polymer + surfactant (separated)     97017    51.7
  reference surfactant (*t*~inj~ = 2 × *t*~surf~)        78990       42.1  surfactant + polymer (overlapped)    97769    52.1
  reference surfactant (*c*~inj~ = 2 × *c*~surf~)        80580       43.0  surfactant + polymer (separated)     91687    48.9

![Oil recovery, fractional flow (left), and pressure drop (right) as a function of time for the reference cases and different SP schemes.](ef-2018-02900z_0007){#fig7}

![Water and oil flow rates (left) and chemical flow rates (right) as a function of time for the optimum SP scheme and the reference polymer flooding.](ef-2018-02900z_0008){#fig8}

As expected, the SP process presented in all its variants an increase in the recovered oil with respect to the processes of waterflooding and traditional chemical EOR methods. It is noteworthy that even though there was an increase in the recovery factor, there was also an increment in the associated costs, which were not taken into account in this simulator. The profitability of EOR operations depends on several factors which are out of the scope of this paper. Considering only the SP processes, it is observed that the best results for this type of reservoir were obtained when the polymer was injected first. This increases the efficiency of the first sweeping front, and then the residual oil is displaced by the surfactant along with the water bank toward the producing well. Regarding the question of whether a separate injection or an overlap is better, the results show that, although the difference is small, the optimal sweep scheme is obtained when both chemical slugs present a slight overlapping. It is also noteworthy from [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} that the recovery efficiency of a standard surfactant flood is strongly dependent on the mobility ratio, and better results are achieved with similar or even smaller polymer slugs due to lower mobility ratios.

As mentioned above, these conclusions were obtained for a reservoir and crude oil of the characteristics listed in [Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. Further simulations are deemed necessary for other types of oil and reservoirs, in which the factors that affect the sweeping efficiency could be significantly altered (e.g., the mobility ratio).

[Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} and [Figures [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} show the trend explained above. The combined process increased the recovery and oil flow and also decreased the operational time to reach the economic limits of fractional flow in the producing well. The pressure drop values ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} , right) do not show significant differences between the SP process and the polymer flooding taken as reference, since the influence of surfactant on the rheological properties is not relevant. However, there is a notorious difference between the mentioned processes and the water- and surfactant-flooding techniques, in which the value of the mobility ratio is much greater. Moreover, [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} (right) shows what has been discussed during the introduction; due to the IAPV phenomenon, the polymer moves faster than the surfactant molecules, which is reflected in the chemical breakthrough times and the concentration profiles as a function of time.

###### Influence of the Water Slug Size between Chemical Injection Periods

  case           time gap   oil recovered   case   time gap       oil recovered           
  -------------- ---------- --------------- ------ -------------- --------------- ------- ------
  pol. + surf.   175        100581          53.6   surf. + pol.   175             97769   52.1
  pol. + surf.   325        98847           52.7   surf. + pol.   325             93161   49.7
  pol. + surf.   425        97017           51.7   surf. + pol.   425             91687   48.9
  pol. + surf.   525        94827           50.6   surf. + pol.   525             90912   48.5

[Figures [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, and [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} show the oil saturation profiles for the different SP flooding cases. Even though the areal sweeping efficiency is comparable in the different injection schemes, the surfactant being injected after the polymer allowed total desaturation of a bigger region of the reservoir, even in these simulations using a surfactant with a low partition coefficient, to form a Type II(−) emulsion. The pressure profile in [Figure [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} complements the behavior observed in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (right). The pressure drop in these cases is significantly higher than those obtained in standard flooding schemes. This is due to several factors, namely, increased flow rate and different constants used in the polymer viscosifying properties. This notoriously modified the pressure gradient in the areas near injection and producing wells.

![Oil saturation after 1000 days in a polymer + surfactant (separated) SP flooding.](ef-2018-02900z_0009){#fig9}

![Oil saturation in a polymer + surfactant overlapped SP scheme after 500 days (left) and 3000 days (right). See the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.energyfuels.8b02900/suppl_file/ef8b02900_si_001.pdf) for the interactive 3D images of the simulations.](ef-2018-02900z_0010){#fig10}

![Oil saturation after 3000 days in a polymer + surfactant separated (left) and a surfactant + polymer separated (right) SP scheme.](ef-2018-02900z_0011){#fig11}

![Pressure profile after 3000 days in a polymer + surfactant (separated) SP flooding schemes.](ef-2018-02900z_0012){#fig12}

In addition to [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (right), at the end of the process there was no difference between water and surfactant flooding because, in the case of surfactant, the smaller size of its molecules does not cause the phenomenon of disproportionate permeability reduction (DPR). This is present in the SP flooding since, when no more chemical species are present in the reservoir, the final condition of pressure drop is higher than the water and surfactant flooding since the DPR irreversibly affected the relative water permeability ([Figures [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}](#fig13){ref-type="fig"} and [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}).

![Disproportionate permeability reduction of the aqueous phase after 250 days in the optimum SP flooding scheme.](ef-2018-02900z_0013){#fig13}

![Disproportionate permeability reduction of the aqueous phase after 500 days (left) and 3000 days (right) for the optimum SP flooding.](ef-2018-02900z_0014){#fig14}

The chemical species also present a distinctive profile, shown in [Figures [15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}, [16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}, and [17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"}. The two slugs propagate in a similar way as a 2D wave. However, in this case it the difference in the wave propagation speed is clear and is mainly due to two factors, the DPR, which causes the polymer to travel faster than the small surfactant molecules, and the influence of the phase speed, since polymer is only in water and the surfactant is present in both aqueous and oleous phases due to the phase partition model. In [Figure [17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"}](#fig17){ref-type="fig"} (right) the contribution of the polymer to the aqueous phase viscosity is visible. Moreover, the influence of the surfactant in the latter is slightly visible in the center of the domain. An important factor of the polymer and surfactant combined flooding is that the polymer slug limits the propagation of the surfactant, which increases its average cell concentration (in the surfactant slug region) and, therefore, its efficiency in the oil recovery process ([Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).

![Combined chemical slugs in a polymer + surfactant flooding scheme after 500 days (overlapped, left) and 1000 days (separated, right).](ef-2018-02900z_0015){#fig15}

![Surfactant profile after 1000 days in a polymer + surfactant SP scheme (overlapped, left) and combined chemical slugs after 500 days in a surfactant + polymer SP scheme (overlapped, right).](ef-2018-02900z_0016){#fig16}

![Polymer profile after 500 days (left) and viscosity (in mPa·s) after 1000 days (right) in a polymer + surfactant (separated) flooding scheme.](ef-2018-02900z_0017){#fig17}

It was assumed during these simulations that the influence of the surfactant on the viscosity is practically negligible. However, in the case of polymeric surfactant flooding, this influence may no longer be neglected since the size of these surfactant molecules is big enough to affect the rheological properties of the aqueous phase and, to a lesser extent, the oleous phase viscosity. This should be a topic of future research in order to understand the synergy of these amphiphiles with polymer molecules. With respect to the IFT, the influence of the chemical species is exactly the opposite; the polymer plays no significant role in the IFT modification, while the surfactant is responsible for lowering the interfacial energy of the two-phase system.

We continue analyzing the influence of the starting point for the EOR process in this study. The best results are achieved when the EOR process starts as soon as possible, both in terms of oil recovered and in the exploitation time. With this purpose, a series of injection strategies will be compared, comprising a reference polymer case, along with the optimum SP scheme, and four coupled water and SP flooding situations. These four secondary processes were interrupted when the fractional flows at the producing well were 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99. The results for the reference case (SP without waterflooding) and the proposed cases are shown in [Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}](#tbl5){ref-type="other"} and in [Figures [18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}](#fig18){ref-type="fig"} and [19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}.

###### Oil Recovery Factors for Different Water Flooding + SP Flooding, When the Critical Fractional Flow Is Modified

  case                                                    oil recovered   case   oil recovered                                                   
  ------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ------ ------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------
  reference polymer                                       90691           48.4   water flooding + SP flooding (fractional flow = 0.90)   97897   52.2
  reference SP flooding                                   100581          53.6   water flooding + SP flooding (fractional flow = 0.95)   97899   52.2
  water flooding + SP flooding (fractional flow = 0.85)   97978           52.3   water flooding + SP flooding (fractional flow = 0.99)   97363   51.9

![Oil recovery, fractional flow (left), and pressure drop (right) as a function of time for the reference cases and different water + SP schemes.](ef-2018-02900z_0018){#fig18}

![Chemical flow rates as a function of time for the different water + SP schemes.](ef-2018-02900z_0019){#fig19}

These results confirm the conclusions from the literature: the earlier an EOR process begins, the better the results. This is evident when the two extreme cases are compared, focusing especially on the time spent to achieve the same oil recovery. When the SP process starts after waterflooding up to a fractional flow of 0.99, the time spent is 2.17 times longer than if the process had started with a fractional flow of 0.85. The economic benefit of this strategy is evident, although it is not reflected in the numerical simulation. However, the reasons why an EOR process should not be started immediately after the primary recovery have already been discussed, so it is advisible to perform the waterflooding up to fractional flow values lower than 0.85 while simultaneously allowing a sufficient operating time in order to be able to determine more accurately all the uncertainties associated with the reservoir.^[@ref42]^ The results of these secondary and tertiary recovery simulations are shown in [Figures [20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}, [21](#fig21){ref-type="fig"}, and [22](#fig22){ref-type="fig"}.

![Oil saturation profile after 250 days of a SP flooding starting after a critical fractional flow of *f*~*f*~ = 0.85.](ef-2018-02900z_0020){#fig20}

![Oil saturation profile after 500 (left) and 3000 days (right) of SP flooding starting after a critical fractional flow of *f*~*f*~ = 0.85. See the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.energyfuels.8b02900/suppl_file/ef8b02900_si_001.pdf) for the interactive 3D images of the simulations.](ef-2018-02900z_0021){#fig21}

![Oil saturation profile after 250 (left) and 500 days (right) of SP flooding starting after a critical fractional flow of *f*~*f*~ = 0.99.](ef-2018-02900z_0022){#fig22}

The polymer slug is not affected by the initial oil saturation, although the surfactant is, due to the partition coefficient between the phases. With respect to the oil sweeping efficiency, it is observed that though the mobility ratio is the same in all cases, the efficiency of the displacing process changes due to the lower amount of oil that can be displaced. This is then reflected in the oil recovery factor and their exploitation times ([Figure [18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}). As a conclusion of this analysis, the results confirmed the previous hypothesis for standard EOR cases and what is reported in the literature. Combined chemical EOR flooding shows a great potential in reservoirs with low/medium oil viscosity since it takes advantages of both chemical species and uses their synergy to increase the sweeping efficiency. This EOR process should be started as early as possible in the reservoir, but considering that the associated costs are significantly higher than those from waterflooding or secondary recovery, all the uncertainties from the oil field should be properly assessed before starting the tertiary recovery operations.^[@ref13]−[@ref15],[@ref42]^ Moreover, it is considered that the use of polymeric surfactants will also represent a breakthrough in chemical EOR processes, and future research on this topic is advised.

All in all, the novelty of this combined EOR simulator consisted of expanding the previous models dealing with standard polymer and surfactant flooding.^[@ref43]^ This simulator then combines a complete degradation model for polymers, including the influence of viscoelastic effects in the residual oil saturation and the phase behavior model used for surfactants based on the literature.^[@ref54],[@ref55]^ The next part of the study consists on adding a fifth component, the salt dissolved in the aqueous phase, and studying its influence on the combined EOR process, especially on the adsorption and viscosifying properties.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

The objective of this paper was to present a new simulator to evaluate a combined process of chemical EOR flooding using surfactant and polymers. The system evaluates the performance of the chemicals in a 2D field, considering a two-phase system with five pseudocomponents. The model is based on previous standard EOR processes, namely, polymer and surfactant flooding, adding the SPI in order to evaluate the interaction between both chemicals. The physical model was described by a system of nonlinear differential equations, which are solved by the finite difference method, elaborating an algorithm which was implemented in MathWorks MATLAB. The simulations were focused on analyzing the process and injection sequences and determine the optimum timing for the start of EOR operations. The efficiency of the injection scheme was studied using four possible schemes. The best results were obtained when the polymer was first injected followed by surfactant, with a small overlapping between the slug, which coincides with previously published results.

The SPI have not shown a noticeable effect in both the IFT and the viscosity. However, it is considered necessary to develop further mathematical models in order to simulate the synergy of hydrophobically modified polymers with surfactants, since their interactions might lead to major variations in these parameters. The second point was to analyze the optimum moment to start EOR operations. The results of this paper coincide with what was previously reported by other authors; EOR processes should be initiated as soon as possible. However, there are a number of limitations, both technical and economic, that make this difficult to carry out. Therefore, it is recommended to continue with the recovery schemes used nowadays; that is, to perform a previous waterflooding before the EOR flooding. However, the results have shown that the waterflooding should be as short as possible in order to reduce the total operational life and increase the oil recovered. This secondary recovery operating period should be used to assess all the uncertainties of the physical system and to adapt the surface facilities accordingly for future EOR operations. Surfactant/polymer flooding showed the potential of chemical EOR methods to sweep the residual oil by means of combining the interfacial properties of surfactants, reducing the IFT, and viscosifying the viscoelastic properties of the polymers. However, it is advised that future research is necessary in order to determine a more complex set of formulations aimed at evaluating the properties affected by the presence of both chemicals acting together.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.energyfuels.8b02900](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.energyfuels.8b02900).Surfactant--polymer flooding, influence of the injection scheme: optimum SP case with no adsorption and combined secondary and tertiary processes ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.energyfuels.8b02900/suppl_file/ef8b02900_si_001.pdf))
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:   component adsorption \[1/day\]

*c*~r~

:   rock compressibility \[1/Pa\]

[*D*]{.ul}

:   dispersion tensor

*dm*

:   molecular diffusion \[m^2^/s\]

*dl*

:   longitudinal dispersion \[m^2^/s\]

*dt*

:   transversal dispersion \[m^2^/s\]

*K*

:   absolute permeability \[mD\]

*k*~r~

:   relative permeability

*p*

:   reservoir pressure \[Pa\]

*p*~wf~

:   bottomhole pressure \[Pa\]

*q*

:   flow rate \[m^3^/day\]

*r*~w~

:   well radius \[m\]

*S*

:   phase saturation

*s*

:   well skin factor

*u*

:   Darcy velocity \[m/day\]

*V*

:   volumetric concentration

*z*

:   overall concentration
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Γ

:   domain boundary

δ~*ij*~

:   Kronecker delta

λ

:   phase mobility \[m^2^/(Pa × s)\]

μ

:   absolute viscosity \[Pa × s\]

σ

:   interfacial tension \[mN/m\]

ϕ

:   formation porosity

Ω

:   reservoir domain
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*a*

:   aqueous phase

c

:   capillary

H

:   water--oil system (no chemical)

*j*

:   phase

\<*n*\>

:   time step

*o*

:   oleous phase

*r*

:   residual
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c

:   surfactant component

*i*

:   component

in

:   injection

*m*, *n*

:   spatial grid blocks

p

:   petroleum component

pol

:   polymer component

s

:   salt component

t

:   total

w

:   water component
